
Plunderation, 
CAST PRELIMINARY

BANDIT 1 Al Pacino

BANDIT 2 Javier Bardem

BANDIT 3 Will Smith

BANDIT 4 Tommie Lee Jones

SWAT 1 Uma Thurman

SWAT 2 Roger Moore

SWAT 3 Tom Cruise

SWAT 4 Jeb Bush

SWAT 5 Julia Roberts

SWAT 6 Sandra Bullock

FUEL TRUCK DRIVER Robert Duvall

HELO PILOT Arnold Schwarzenegger

CASH REGISTER Morgan Freeman

FLOOR 1 Pink



CAST PRELIMINARY

FLOOR 2 Geraldo Rivera

FLOOR 3 Steve Martin

FLOOR 4 Carrie-Ann Moss

FLOOR 5 Keanu Reeves

BABY Prince Edward

[BEGIN]
OPEN 0:14 Clock on wall 0214, pan to VALERO fuel store, moderately crowded, people buying tacos 

and stuff

Bandit 1 214:14 Three Minutes!’  Fires three shots into ceiling. All BANDITS pull down masks.

Bandit 2 Everybody!  On the floor!  This is a robbery! Get down! Right now! 

Bandit 3 [was buying candy bars at register] [ shows gun] ‘I believe I’ll just take all that money also.  
Don’t be a hero. Stand real still.’

Bandit 4 [jumps over counter, starts emptying cash register, holds money up to surveillance 
camera for counting, smiles for camera] ‘We’re at Valero 18475 in Miccosukkee, it’s  2:15 
am, we’re cleaning up the place...[to register attendant] OK, that’s that, now, wallet, 
watch, glasses [crunch glasses on floor] Ok, on the floor with the rest of ‘em’ 

Bandit 1 215:14 Two minutes!’ Fires two shots into ceiling.

Bandit 2 to floor person ‘ Ok, wallet, watch, jewelry, in the bag, let’s not have any problem here, 
you know the drill...



Bandit 3 to floor person ‘ Ok, wallet, watch, jewelry, in the bag, let’s not have any problem here, 
you know the drill...

ACTION [BANDITS 2/3 continue robbing floor people, 1 and 4 on overwatch]

Bandit 1 216:14 One minute!’ Fires two shots into ceiling.

CUT TO 216:22 Clock on wall 0216:22

ACTION ALL front plate glass windows explode from outside shots, SWAT TEAM enters store 
through windows, SWAT COMMANDER drops through roof from helo above, loose 
papers in turmoil from helo downblast

SWAT 1 Serve and Protect!!!  Everyone stay down!!! [to Bandit 1] You guys through here?’

Bandit 1 217:14 ‘We’re done here, that’s a wrap [picks up Mr. Goodbar from baby in aisle, strapped in 
carseat, looking on] Waste not want not...’

SWAT 1 ‘OK, head south on 20, we’ll wrap up here...’

ACTION Bandits exit, pile in Yellow Rolls Royce outside, ‘AIRPORT, James.’ ‘Certainly, Mr. 
Micawber...’

ACTION Helo settles in lot, blades hit tanker truck pumping fuel into storage tank, explodes in 
background, pilot ejects

SWAT 1 ‘Okay folks, the excitement’s all over, you can all get up, we’d like to collect statements 
from everyone, we’ll have you right back on the road as soon as possible...We appreciate 
your cooperation and understanding...whew, that’s plenty of excitement for one night, 
right...Mr Anderson would you get ahold of 911, take care of that fire out there on the lot...’

DISSOLVE 548 Clock on wall 0548, lights out on Valero sign, store is smoldering wreckage, firetruck 
heading out into glorious sunrise, wasteland behind....




